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Abstract:Reliability analysis of the electronic devices, subsystems and
complex systems is the most important requirement of today’s
competitive era. To mitigate the premature failures, to
improve the performance and the longer life of these
components and systems The knowledge of root causes of
failures of these devices and systems enables to obtain high
product reliability. To address these reliability issues a wide
range of reliability prediction methods are available for
electronic systems. In this article various reliability prediction
methods are discussed with their concepts of application,
advantages and disadvantages also. On the basis of this
comparative study recommendations can be made to use the
respective methods to achieve the high reliability goals.



Providing Models for system reliability/ availability
analysis



Provide inputs to safety analysis



Establishing goals for reliability tests



Aiding in business decisions like budget allocation
and scheduling

Keywords:-reliability prediction models, pof, bus, tds, lifecycle.

Several different methods have been development to achieve
these objectives but there is no unique approach which can
achieve all these objectives.[3]. This article reviews three
main categories of reliability predictions often used in
government and industry. First we will present these three
methods with their advantages and disadvantages. Next they
are rated according to a list of criteria which is representative
of an ideal method. Finally a comparative table regarding the
management of the above mentioned objectives.

INTRODUCTION

THE RELIABILITY PREDICTION METHODS

Reliability assessment and enhancement of electronic devices
and systems is the major concern of today’s competitive era.
The reliability issues should be addressed from the very
beginning of the design phase to obtain high product
reliability and this can be achieved through reliability
predictions. The type of reliability prediction approach to be
adopted depends upon the product development stages and its
related reliability metric.[1,2]. Reliability prediction methods
used to address the process of applying mathematical models
and component data for the purpose of estimating the field
reliability of a system before failure data are available for the
system. Some of the objectives of reliability predictions are as
follows:

The most common reliability prediction methods and their
latest updates are listed in table -1. These methods have been
grouped in three categories:



Identifying potential design weakness



Assessing the feasibility of a reliable design



Comparing different design and life-cycle costs



Help to attain a reliable manufacturing process



Empirical ( standard Based ) prediction methods



Physics of failure methods



Life-testing methods

The Empirical method utilizes statistical analysis of failure
data, while the PoF utilizes the root cause analysis of failure
mechanisms, failure modes and stresses. This method depends
upon an understanding of the physical properties of the
materials, operation processes and technologies used in the
design. The life testing methods are used to determine
reliability by testing a relatively large number of samples at
their specified operation stresses or higher stresses and using
statistical models to analyze data
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Table 1. Non-Exhaustive list of assessed reliability prediction methods and their latest updates
Name of the method

Name of the reliability prediction source

Year of
process

NTT procedure

1985

SAEreliability prediction method

1987

CNET RDF-93

1993

Mil-Hdbk-217

1995

British Telecom

1995

Telecordia SR-332

1997

Siemens SN29500

1999

Honeywell in service reliability assessment program(HIRAP)similarity analysis method

1999

DERA Transport reliability assessment and calculation system (TRACS)

1999

Reliability analysis center PRISM

2000

REMM reliability enhancement methodology and modelling

2001

FIDES

2009

NSWC mechanical commercial/ french

2011

Bellcore/Telcordia

2011

Physics of
failure(BUS)

Airbus-Giat use of manufacturer testing results

1999

CADMP, calcePWA, calceFAST CALCE EPSC

2001

Life testing method

Relia-soft webull++

Empirical
(standard based)
prediction method
(BUS+TDS)
Method

In this article we clarify the different conditions to apply these
methods.

conditions is given as:
𝑛

λb,i = ∑𝑖=1(λref )i
Where:

Empirical (standard Based) prediction methods:




Empirical method can be divided into two categories



(1)

BUS (Bottom-up statistical) methods and
TDS (Top-down similarity) analysis methods.

BUS (Bottom-up statistical) methods: Empirical prediction
methods are based on models developed from statistical curve
fitting of historical failure data, may be collected from the
field, in house or from manufacturers. These methods tend to
present good estimate of reliability for similar or slightly
modified parts. The assumption is made that system or
equipment failure causes are inherently linked to components
whose failures are independent of each other.

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the failure rate under the reference conditions
i is the number of parts

The part stresses method requires the specific part’s
complexity, application stresses, environmental factors
etc.Mil-HDBK-217provides many environmental conditions
(expressed as πE ) ranging from “ground benign” to “cannon
launch”. The failure rate for parts under specific operating
conditions can be given as:
𝑛

𝜆 = ∑𝑛=1(λref,i × πs × πT × πE × πQ × πA )
Where:

The BUS methods utilize the MIL-HDBK-217 predictive
methods consists of two parts: one is known as the parts count
method and the other is called the part stress method. The
parts count method assumes typical operating conditions of
part complexity, ambient temperature, various electrical
stresses, operation mode and environment (called reference
conditions). The failure rate for a part under the reference
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πs is the stress factor
πT
is the temperature factor
πE
is the environment factor
πQ
is the quality factor
πA
is the adjustment factor

(2)
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Bellcore/ Telcordia standard assumes a serial model for
electronic products and addresses failure rates at the infant
mortality stage and at the steady state stage with the methods
I,II AND III. Method I is similar to the MIL-HDBK-217F
parts count and part stress methods. The standard provides
generic failure rates and three part stress factors: device
quality factor (πQ), electrical stress factor (πS) and temperature
stress factor (πT).Method II is based on combining data from
laboratory test performed in accordance with specific SR-332
and method I predictions. In method III, the predicted failure
rate is a weighted average of the generic steady-state failure
rate and field failure rate and data collected in accordance
with specific SR-332 criteria.

TDS (Top-down similarity) analysis methods: In top-down
similarity analysis method comparative analysis is made
between previous systems or sub-system with known
reliability and newly designed systems. Instead of only
component failure rates ,all failure causes are considered and
therefore the failure cause analysis is very important.
Following are the steps involved in this method:



Failure data collection from the field
Determination of the failure rates for equipment/board
failure causes not related to piece parts and
interconnects.
 Field data assessment (equipment/board failure causes,
calculation of the associated reliability.)
 Circuit card assembly (CCA) level failure rates
determination, based on the number of unique CCAs
per equipment.
 Failure rates determination at the piece part and
interconnects levels based on the number of piece parts
and interconnects per CCA.
 In service Failure rate database creation with all
previous piece of information according to the
following physical model categories: semiconductor
(low/high complexity) design process, manufacturing
process, interconnections, passive (low/high), other
failure causes.
 Comparison between existing and proposed designs
with the following steps:
Review products whose field data is available
o Identification of characteristics differences (e.g.
manufacturing, design and so on)
o Quantify the impact of the characteristics differences
on each physical model category
o Field data incorporation with percent of each
physical model category, overall end item or
assembly failure rates.
o Calculate the new item(board, CCA or equipment)
failure rate according to:
𝑛

λ = 𝜆𝑝 ∑𝑎=1(Da × Fa d)

items for category a, and n is the total number of physical
model categories.
Physics of failure methods: The physics of failure method
based on the understanding of failure mechanism and
applying this model to data. The physics of failure method
requires the knowledge of thermal, electrical mechanical and
chemical life cycle environment and processes leading to
failures in the field. Several popularly used models are listed
below:









Arrhenius’s law of temperature
Eyring model
Two temperature/voltage model
Three stress model( temperature-voltage-humidity)
Corrosion model
Hot carrier injection model
Black model for electro migration
Coffin-Manson model for Fatigue

Arrhenius’s law of temperature: This the most successful
earliest model predicts how the time to failure of a system
varies with temperature and given by:
𝐴𝐹 = exp [

𝐸𝑎
𝑘

1

1

𝑇1

𝑇2

( − )]

(4)

Where, AF is the acceleration factor. 𝐸𝑎 is the activation
energy of the failure mechanism, k is the Boltzman constant,
𝑇1 and 𝑇2 are the temperature of use and stress respectively.
Eyring models: This model demonstrates the dependency of
reactions on stress factors other than temperature e.g.
mechanical stress, humidity or voltage and is given as:

A (T, S) =A𝑇 𝛼 exp⌊

𝐸𝑎

𝐾𝑇

𝐶

+ (𝐵 + ) 𝑆⌋
𝑇

- (5)

Where


A (T, S) is the life characteristic related to temperature
and other stress



A,B,C and α are the constants



S is a stress factor other than temperature



T is absolute temperature

Two temperature/voltage model: This can be given by
𝐸𝑎

L (T, V) = A𝑒 𝑘𝑇𝑉−𝛽

- (6)

Three stress model( temperature-voltage-humidity) : This
model is given as:

(3)

Where 𝜆𝑝 is the field failure rate for the predecessor item,
Da is the distribution percentage for physical model category
a, Fa is the difference factor between the new and previous

𝛥𝐻

L (T, V, H) = A𝑒 𝑘𝑇𝑉−𝛽 𝑅𝐻 −𝜏
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Corrosion model: Electronic devices with aluminium or
aluminium alloy with small percentages of copper and silicon
metallization are subject to corrosion failures and can be given
as:
𝐸

L(RH,V,T) =𝐵0 𝑒𝑥𝑝[(−𝑎)𝑅𝐻]𝑓(𝑉)𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑎 )
𝑘𝑇

(8)

Coffin-Manson model for Fatigue: Fatigue failures may
occur in electronic devices due to temperature cycling and
thermal shocks. The crack growth in solder due to temperature
cycling due to device is switched on and off repeatedly is
successfully modelled by Coffin-Manson model and is given
as:
Nf =Af-α ΔT-β (GTmax )

Where

(11)

Where:

𝑩𝟎 is an arbitrary scale factor 𝜶 is equal to 0.1 to 0.15
per %RH f(v) is an unknown function of applied voltage with
empirical value of 0.12 to 0.15.

 Nf is the number of cycles to failure
 A is a constant
 f is the cycling frequency

Hot carrier injection model: In MOSFETS the carrier gains
sufficient energy to be injected into the gate oxide, create bulk
oxide defects and degrade MOSFETS’S characteristics e.g.
threshold voltage, transconductance etc.

 ΔT is the temperature range during a cycle
 α is the cycling frequency exponent
 β is the temperature exponent

For n-channel devices the method is given by:
𝐸

L( I, T) =B(Isub)-N 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑎 )

 (GTmax ) is given by following equation:

-(9)

𝑘𝑇

Where
𝐺𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (



B0 is an arbitrary scale factor



Isub is the peak substrate current during stressing



N is equal to a value from 2 to 4 typically 3



Ea is equal to -0.1eV to -0.2 Ev

𝐸

𝑘𝑇

𝐾

×

1
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

)

(12)

Which is an Arrhenius term evaluated at the maximum
temperature in each cycle?
o Coffin- Manson based law for thermal cycling fatigue is
given as:

Black model for electro migration: Electro migration is a
failure mechanism that results from the transfer of momentum
from the electrons, which move in the applied electric
conductor” is the most common failure. With decreased
structure of IC’s the increased current density makes this
failure mechanism very important in IC reliability. The black
model considers external heating and increased current
density and is expressed as:
MTTF = AO ( J-Jthresold )-N 𝑒𝑥𝑝( 𝑎 )

𝐸𝑎

(10)

𝐴𝐹 = (

𝛥𝑇2 2 𝐹1 0.33
) ( )
−
𝛥𝑇1
𝐹2

(13)

Where, AF is the acceleration factor, 𝛥𝑇1 and 𝛥𝑇2 are the
amplitude of thermal variations of use and stress respectively,
𝐹1 and 𝐹2 are the frequency of the use and stress cycles
respectively.

Life-testing methods:

Where:


AO is a constant based on the cross- sectional area of
the interconnect



J is the current density



Jthresold is the threshold current density



𝑬𝒂 is the activation energy



𝒌 is the boltazman constant



𝑻 is the temperature



𝑵 is a scaling factor

The current density (J) and temperature (T) are the factors in
the design process which affects the electro migration.
Various experiments with various stress conditions reported in
the literature, where the values reported within 2 and 3.3 for
N, 0.5 to 1.1eV for 𝑬𝒂 .

The third type of reliability prediction method is life testing
method. In life testing method a test is conducted on a
sufficiently large sample of units operating under normal
usage conditions. Times to failure are recorded and then
analyzed with an appropriate statistical distribution in order to
estimate reliability metrics. This type of analysis is often
referred to as life data analysis or weibull analysis.
The life testing method is preferable over both Empirical and
physics of failure methods when system level realistic
predictions are necessary rather than component level. The
empirical and physics of failure methods calculate the system
failure rate based on component failure rates such as using the
sum of the component failure rates if the system is considered
to be a serial configuration. This assumes that there are no
interaction failures between the components but, in reality due
to the design or manufacturing, components are not
independent. Therefore, in order to consider the complexity of
the entire system, life tests can be conducted at the system
level, treating the system as a “black box” and the system
reliability can be predicted based on the obtained failure data.
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and HRD-5are designed to consider this reliability
improvement but HRD-5 is insensitive to the component
reliability.

FEATURES OF THE METHODS
The main features of these methods are the sources of data,
the inputs, the outputs and model’s sensitivity. The sources of
data and original-environment of all the methods are listed in
table-II. It is better that the sources of data and the
environment they come from should be more generic.
However each of these methods considers different
environments.BUS methods utilizes load fitted and
environmental factors based only on the failure modes not on
the failure causes for operating modes with or without
storage.TDS methods depends on the regular updates of their
failure in-service databases which depends upon the
companies policies. Eventually, at each level (e.g. item,
equipment, board, and component) failure rates to be stored
for each cause of failures, all failures needs to be track down,
and all removals needs to be analyzed. The BUS methods
consider the component failures only and overlook the system
level failures. The BUS methods may have following issues:


To set up representative fittings a huge amount of
experimental data is required.



Due to data aging and component reliability improvement
over the time these fittings become pessimistic. PRISM



An aggregate figure of failures (extrinsic and intrinsic) is
used without physical or mathematical justification.

Pof(physics of failure) methods use load profiles and methods
like CALCE software requires a detailed information, which
may be proprietary by manufacturers. For the choice of
suitable models adaptable to actual failure mechanism a prior
knowledge of failure mechanism of failed components is also
needed. The Pof methods like Airbus-Giat consider only
intrinsic failures and manufacturing process variations, While
CALCE method overlooks the intrinsic failures.
However Pof methods are limited to component and board
level computation therefore acceleration models should be
chosen carefully. The Life Testing methods can provide more
information about the electronic product than the empirical
and Pof prediction methods. The life –testing methods may be
preferred over both the empirical and Pof method when it is
necessary to obtain more realistic and accurate predictions at
system level rather than component level.

Table 2. Sources of data and environment of the reliability prediction methods
Name of the
method

Empirical
(standard based)
prediction
method
(BUS+TDS)
Method

Physics of
failure(BUS)

Name of the reliability prediction source

Sources of data
environment

NTT procedure

Telecom

SAEreliability prediction method

Automotive

CNET RDF-93

Ground Military

Mil-Hdbk-217

Military

British Telecom

Telecom

Telecordia SR-332

Telecom

Siemens SN29500

Siemens products

Honeywell in service reliability assessment program(HIRAP)similarity analysis
method

Commercial aviation

DERA Transport reliability assessment and calculation system (TRACS)

Military vehicles

Reliability analysis center PRISM

Commercial military

REMM reliability enhancement methodology and modelling

Automotive military

FIDES

Commercial military

NSWC mechanical commercial/ french

Commercial

Bellcore/Telcordia

Telecom

Airbus-Giat use of manufacturer testing results

Not specific

CADMP, calcePWA, calceFAST CALCE EPSC

Not specific
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COMPARISON AND ASSESSMENT OF THE
METHODS:

CONCLUSION

These methods are compared based on some criteria and
trade-offs needed between the amount of detailed information
and the models usability in table-3. It is also very clear from
the table that no single method addresses all criteria
comprehensively. The important criteria are accuracy,
resources, customization, and time to obtain reliability
estimate, ability for evolution. This table summarizes these
methods with these criteria subjectively rating the
appropriateness of the criteria and method.

Table-3. Comparison criteria of the reliability prediction
methods
Comparison
criteria
Accuracy
Time to obtain
reliability
estimate
Ease of
customization
Ability for
evolution
Traceability

BUS

TDS

POF

Relative Absolute Absolute
Short
Short
Long

No

Yes

Yes

LIFETESTING
Absolute
Long

The all three reliability prediction methods (e.g. empirical, Pof
and Life testing) have their own distinctive advantages and
disadvantages. The empirical methods (BUS and TDS) can be
used in the design stage to quickly obtain a rough estimation
of product reliability. The Pof and Life testing methods can be
used at both the stages i.e. at design and production stages. In
Pof methods the model parameters can be obtained from test
data or design specs while in Life –testing method the failure
data are obtained from particular products. The life –testing
methods are more accurate and realistic at system level rather
than component level, therefore more accurate than Pof and
empirical methods. It can be observed from the above
discussion that the best reliability predictions can be achieved
using a combination of different suitable methods at
manufacturing, design or development phase.
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